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Abstract: Response time is a key factor to determine the quality of pre-

hospital emergency medical service. We propose a method to estimate the 

response times based on a classified road network. The method takes into 

account different attributes that depend on road type, category, surface and 

class. Comparison of measured times and calculated values shows that the 

estimated response times are optimistically inclined and situations in a real 

traffic would probably be worse. The results can thus safely be used to 

identify areas where emergency system is likely to be insufficient.  
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1. Introduction 

Response time is a key factor to determine the quality of a pre-hospital 

emergency medical service (EMS). Many authors mention the term ―golden 

hour‖, which is commonly used to characterize the urgent need for the care of 

trauma patients (Carr, 2009) (Lerner, 2001) (McNicholl, 1994) (Newgard, 2010). 

Correctly estimated travel times are crucial not only for optimal deployment of 

all resources within the analyzed region, but also for the evaluation of the 

readiness of the emergency medical system for a response (Blackwell, 2002) 

(Cunningham, 1997) (Henderson, 2005) (Sheu, 2007) (Özdamar, 2004).  

Methods focused on the estimation of the travel time are used in applications 

for EMS simulation (Su, 2003) (Clark, 1994) (Haghani, 2004) and geographic 

information systems (Lerner, 1999) (He, 2003) (Peleg, 2004) (Zaki, 1997) (Thill, 
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J. 2000) (Wang, 2005). Besides special continuous models that work on raster 

data, the usual methods for travel time calculation are based on graph theory 

(Xu, 2008). 

This paper focuses on the accurate estimation of ground ambulance travel 

times from an emergency station to the site of an accident defined in a real road 

network. The designed method uses a classification of the road network to 

assign weights to all edges. The fastest path is found by routing procedure using 

weighted edges. Computed results of response times were compared with 

measured times and visualized in GIS. 

Design and implementation a method of accurate response time estimation is 

motivated by a bill draft law, which proposes more restrictive policy for 

responding time. Service areas computed and visualized using the designed 

method supports arguments of the regional EMS management. In actual 

conditions, especially a density of the road network and the number of 

ambulance stations, it is impossible meet government’s requirements of 

response times for any area of the region. 

2. Methodology 

The estimation of the response time is based on the computation of travel time 

measured from an emergency station to an incident location. The simplest 

method of travel time calculation is to use the air distance and the mean velocity 

of a transport vehicle. This method is acceptable for helicopter ambulance, but it 

is inaccurate for ground ambulance transport and a real road network must be 

used. The road network is a collection of all roads and junctions that can be used 

for vehicle movement. 

2.1 Routing in Road Network 

A structure of the road network is represented by a graph G = (N, E) comprising 

a set N of nodes, together with a set E of edges. The nodes model the real 

junctions located in a geographical situation and the edges model roads 

connecting them.  The edges are weighted by a distance between the nodes, 

which can be calculated in several ways. Routing in the graph is based on 

finding the shortest path from the start to the final node, for example by 

Dijkstra’s algorithm.  

The response time of EMS is travel time along the shortest path found by 

routing algorithm. We used two approaches, the shortest path method and the 

fastest path method.  
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In the first case all edges are simply weighted by true geographical distance 

calculated along a road connecting two neighboring nodes. The path found by 

routing method in the graph corresponds to the shortest path in the real road 

network. 

The second method is much more complicated. Using real distance and mean 

velocity the travel time for every edge is calculated. This travel time is used as 

the weight to find the shortest path. In the real network mean velocity depends 

on many attributes, such as vehicle type, road classification, time of day, 

weather or actual traffic density. Because some of the attributes, such as the 

weather or the traffic density, cannot be easily predicted, our method estimates 

travel time in ideal conditions. The response time in a real situation is likely to 

be worse. 

2.2 Road Network Classification 

As a road network data source a commercial collection of vector maps prepared 

for processing in geographical information systems (GIS) was used. This 

collection stored in Esri shape file format contains point, polyline and polygon 

layers, which represent geometrical information of real geographical objects. 

The most important part of the collection is the polyline layer with road network 

used for navigation in GIS. Besides real distance, the direction of one way roads 

is also assigned to all edges (Figure 1). In some cases edges have different 

velocity for forward (from-to) and backward (to-from) direction. For example, 

ambulances can travel one-way roads in both directions, but with much lower 

velocity in the wrong one. In addition, all edges of the road network are 

categorized by several attributes such as road type, surface, category and class. 

The following tables (Tables 1-4) show typical ground ambulance vehicle 

mean velocities in kilometers per hour and their dependency on values of 

attributes. The velocities were estimated on the base of discussion with drivers 

of ground ambulances. Besides the direction of one way roads, the mean 

velocities also depend on area type. In an urban area the table values are 

decreased due to traffic limitations. 

Start node

TO-FROM velocity

vTF

vFT

FROM-TO  velocity

Edge

End nodeStart node

TO-FROM velocity

vTF

vFT

FROM-TO  velocity

Edge

End node

 
Figure 1:  The velocity assigned to road network edge, vFT and vTF are the same for 

both direction roads and different for one-way roads. 
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Table 1: Estimated mean traffic velocity vFW for different road types in dependence 

on road direction FT (From-To), TF (To-From), NT (No Through) [km/h]. 

Road type (FW) FT TF NT 

Highway, Motorway 160 1 5 

Multi-lane 130 1 5 

Single flow 120 1 5 

Ring-road 40 1 5 

Parking place, parking house 20 15 5 

Highway entrance, exit 90 1 5 

Service road 60 5 5 

Parking exit, entrance 15 5 5 

Pedestrian zone 5 5 5 

Side-walk 5 5 5 

Others 5 5 5 

Stairs 0.1 0.1 0.1 

Table 2: Estimated mean traffic velocity vDS for different road surfaces [km/h]. 

Road Surface Category (DS) Velocity  

[km/h] 

Paved 140 

Unpaved 40 

Bad conditions 20 

Table 3: Estimated mean traffic velocity vFC for different road categories in 

dependence on road direction and area type [km/h]. 

Road category 

(FC) 

Out of urban area In urban area 

FT TF FT TF 

Highway 160 1 140 1 

International road 130 1 120 1 

Main road 100 1 100 1 

Main city road 90 5 90 5 

Regional road 70 5 70 5 

Local road 60 5 60 5 

Others 30 15 5 5 

Table 4: Estimated mean traffic velocity vNC for different road classes [km/h]. 

Road Class  

(NC) 

Velocity 

[km/h] 

Highway 160 

1st class 130 

2nd class 100 

3rd class 80 

Others 60 

2.3 Response Time Calculation 

During the classification the estimated mean velocities are assigned to all edges 

of the road network. Using the following procedure the travel time for every 

edge will be calculated and consequently the response time for the found path 

will be aggregated.  
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In the first step, the edge velocity for both directions (from-to and to-from) is 

calculated as a minimum of all assigned values (Equation 1). The minimum 

function enables to involve all factors limiting mean velocity of the certain edge. 

 
 _ _minFT FW FT DS FC FT NCv v ,v ,v ,v

                             (1) 

In Equation 1 vFT is mean velocity in from-to direction and vFW_FT, vDS, 

vFC_FT and vNC are estimated velocities dependent on classification. The 

velocity vTF in the to-from direction is calculated in a similar way. 

  
a) 

   
b) 
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c) 

Figure 2: Routed path calculated in real road network: a) the air distance (2.9 km ~ 

2.9 min), b) the shortest path (3.6 km ~ 3.6 min), c) the fastest path (4.1 km ~ 2.7 min). 

The second step calculates travel time as the rate of length over velocity 

(Equation 2): 

 E
FT

FT

l
t

v


                      
                       (2) 

Where tFT is travel time of the edge in one direction and lE is the edge length. 

Both travel times tFT and tTF are assigned to the edge as an edge weight and 

stored in shape-file format. This polyline layer will be used in the routing 

algorithm.  

ArcGIS Network Analyst was used for routing calculation. The edge assigned 

travel time was used as the minimizing criterion to find the shortest, in this case 

the fastest, path. Figure 2 shows three examples of found path between to nodes 

in the real road network. Shortest air distance (Figure 1a) does not reflect real 

network structure and the shortest network path (Figure 2b) takes more time 

than the fastest path, which is the longest (Figure 2c).  

Finally the response time is given as accumulated value along the found path 

(Equation 3): 

 R FTi

i

t t
                      

                       (3) 

Where tR is response time calculated along the routed path and tFTi is the 

travel time of one edge. 
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Figure 3: The path found by the fastest path method. A ground ambulance vehicle is 

routed from the emergency station to the site of an accident location and from the site to 

the hospital. Velocities and one way direction are accepted in routing algorithm. 

3. Results  

The fastest path method was tested on real data source. Figure 3 shows the 

routed path of a ground ambulance vehicle going from an emergency station to 

an accident location and back to a hospital. Comparison of the found path with 

real road network validated that correct velocities and directions of one way 

roads were properly applied in routing algorithm. 
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Table 5: Response time comparisons for selected paths of actual emergency responses. 

The last column presents difference between the real and estimated response time 

[minutes:seconds]. In nearly all cases the response times estimated by the fastest path 

method are shorter. Big differences are especially in urban areas. 

Path number of  

actual 

emergency 

response 

Real  

response time 

[m:s] 

Estimated 

response time 

[m:s] 

Urban area 

[Y/N] 

Time 

differenc

e 

[m:s] 

1 08:26 08:03  0:23 

2 17:00 16:44  0:15 

3 12:00 08:30  3:30 

4 07:48 01:41 Y 6:07 

5 16:00 11:03  4:57 

6 03:02 01:19 Y 1:43 

7 04:09 00:56 Y 3:13 

8 12:08 12:38  -0:30 

9 06:00 04:07  1:53 

10 09:01 08:30  0:29 

11 10:34 09:10  1:24 

12 08:08 04:38  3:30 

13 14:00 10:38  3:22 

14 02:40 00:54 Y 1:46 

15 07:32 05:42  1:50 

16 10:53 10:35  0:18 

17 07:06 02:02 Y 5:03 

18 11:00 08:20  2:40 

19 10:30 10:19  0:11 

20 05:30 03:15 Y 2:15 

21 04:57 02:03 Y 2:54 

22 11:19 09:02  2:17 

 

 
a) 
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b) 

 
c) 

Figure 4: Service area maps calculated by three methods: a) the air distance method, b) 

the shortest path method and c) the fastest path method. Colors show the borders for 13 

(green), 15 (yellow) and 20 (red) minute limits. 

Estimated response times were compared with real response times of 22 

selected paths of ground ambulance responses (Table 5). In nearly all cases the 

response times estimated by the fastest path method were shorter than real times 

measured during the response. It means that estimated response times are 

optimistic and situations in real traffic would probably be worse. Big 

differences in times occurred especially in urban areas. To rectify that the 

estimated mean velocities for roads within an urban area will be decreased. The 

described method was used in ArcGIS to analyze the readiness of the 
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emergency medical service within selected regions of the Czech Republic. The 

Network Analyst extension created polygons of service area representing the 

calculated distance that can be reached from an emergency station in specified 

time (Figure 4 b and c). Topology of polygons calculated by the shortest path 

(Figure 4b) is very similar to air distance circles (Figure 4a). Real density and 

quality of the road network manifests itself in the service area map calculated by 

the fastest path method (Figure 4c) 

4. Conclusions 

The contribution has described suitable method of response time estimation and 

its application for a ground ambulance transport.  Designed method for routing 

along the fastest path was implemented, tested and applied to the real road 

network of analyzed region. The comparison of real-world times and calculated 

values shows that the estimated response times are optimistic. 

A combination of routing and visualization features of GIS and using 

classified road network brings the possibility to evaluate readiness of a 

region/country EMS system. Service areas maps of all emergency stations 

computed and visualized using the fastest path method show that in the 

analyzed region, which are unavailable in the respond time proposed by bill 

draft law.  

The future work will be focused on precision improvements of mean 

velocities for the classified road network to get more accurate estimation of 

response times. The method can be also extended to include attributes such as 

traffic density, weather and time of day, which decrease mean velocity of 

ambulances. 
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